Thursday 4 November 2010 (venue: Ktirio Kostis Palamas, Akadimias 48 & Sina)

9.00 Meeting at the Hotel lobby (for foreign guests)
9.30-10.00 Welcome Coffee/tea

PLENARY SESSION

10.00-10.30 Welcoming address by Maria Stratigaki, Scientific coordinator (Panteion University) and Dina Vaiou, Scientific advisor (National Technical University of Athens). Presentation of participants

10.30-11.00 Address by Simona Ardovino, Scientific officer, European Commission

11.00-11.30 Overall progress of the project by Dimitris Parsanoglou, Project coordinator (Panteion University).

11.30-11.45 Coffee/tea break

11.45-12.30 Presentation of “Literature Review and Policy Analysis” Report (WP 2) by Nelli Kambouri, Senior researcher (Panteion University)

12.30-13.00 Progress within WP 3 “Research design on digital networks, migration and gender” by Pavlos Hatzopoulos, Senior researcher (Re-public)

13.00-14.00 Lunch break (offered by Panteion)

14.00-15.30 Progress within WP 12 “Dissemination”: web site by Christina Prifti, Web developer (Panteion University), digital platform by Thanassis Priftis, Researcher (Re-public) and...
digital game by Ilias Marmaras, Media artist (Re-public).

15.30-15.45 Coffee/tea break

15.45-16.45 Discussion on combining Research and Dissemination

16.45-18.00 Administrative and Financial issues

18.00-18.30 Coffee/tea break

Workshop on “New perspectives for Gender policy within the EU”
18.30-20.30 “Gender equality policies as a leverage for reaching EU2020 objectives”: Presentation by Agnès Hubert (Bureau of European Policy Advisers-European Commission, member of the International advisory board of MIG@NET project). Discussion

20.30 Dinner (offered by Panteion)

Friday 5 November 2010 (venue: CENTRAL HOTEL, Apollonos 21, Plaka, Athens)

Parallel Working Groups for Thematic Research (short introduction by theme coordinator)
9.30-11.00 PARALLEL SESSION ONE

WP 4 “Thematic Study on Border Crossing”:
Rapporteur: Marianne Pieper (University of Hamburg)
Participants: Vassilis Tsianos and Brigitta Kuster (University of Hamburg), Renata Pepicelli and Giorgio Grappi (University of Bologna), Olga Lafazani and Dimitris Parsanoglou (Panteion)

WP 7 “Thematic Study on Religious Practices”:
Rapporteur: Sandra Ponzanesi (Utrecht University)
Participants: Oksana Morgunova (UHull), Nelli Kambouri (Panteion), Alexandra Zavos (Panteion).

11.00-11.30 Coffee/tea break

11.30-13.00 PARALLEL SESSION TWO

WP 8 “Thematic Study on Sexualities”:
Rapporteur: **Mojca Pajnik** (Peace Institute)
Participants: **Veronika Bajt** (Peace Institute), **Dana Diminescu** and **Matthieu Renault** (Fondation Maison des Sciences de l'Homme), **Nelli Kambouri** and **Alexandra Zavos** (Panteion).

**WP 6**  “**Thematic Study on Education and Knowledge**”:
Rapporteur: **Renata Pepicelli** (University of Bologna)
Participants: **Giorgio Grappi** (University of Bologna), **Sandra Ponzanesi** (Utrecht University), **Pavlos Hatzopoulos** and **Thanassis Priftis** (Re-public).

**WP 9**  “**Thematic Study on Social Movements**”:
Rapporteur: **Nicos Trimikliniotis** (Symfiliosi)
Participants: **Alexes Flevotomas** (Symfiliosi), **Marianne Pieper**, **Vassilis Tsianos** and **Brigitta Kuster** (University of Hamburg), **Arlen Dilsizian** and **Dimitris Parsanoglou** (Panteion).

13.00-14.00  Lunch break (offered by Panteion)

14.00-15.30  **PARALLEL SESSION THREE**
**WP 5**  “**Thematic Study on Communication and Information flows**”:
Rapporteur: **Dana Diminescu** (Fondation Maison des Sciences de l'Homme)
Participants: **Matthieu Renault** (Fondation Maison des Sciences de l'Homme), **Mojca Pajnik** and **Veronika Bajt** (Peace Institute), **Dimitris Parsanoglou** (Panteion), **Thanassis Priftis** (Re-public).

**WP 10**  “**Thematic Study on Intercultural Conflict and Dialogue**”:
Rapporteur: **Oksana Morgunova** (UHull).
Participants: **Nicos Trimikliniotis** and **Alexes Flevotomas** (Symfiliosi), **Nelli Kambouri** and **Olga Lafazani** (Panteion).

15.30-15.45  Coffee/tea break

**PLENARY SESSION**
15.45-17.00  Feedback from the Working Groups for Thematic Research. Discussion upon case studies

17.00-18.00  Remaining issues. Closing discussion